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Welcome...
Dear colleagues
Well hello! When I wrote the
last foreword for the Spring
edition of Leader I could never
have envisaged what was
about to happen over the last
6 months! The most over used
word in this pandemic is probably
‘unprecedented’ and it certainly
is! The health and care sector
have dealt with crises many times
before but never on this scale and
never when it impacts not just in
the workplace but in your home
life, in fact every aspect of your
life. The strange thing for me, is
this isn’t just us in the UK, it is
global – everyone is affected. I
regularly go on holiday to a small
hotel in the middle of nowhere in
Umbria; the owners of the hotel
are the most wonderful people
and every time we go the other
guests are wonderful people too.
Nearly everyone returns again and
again. They have been unable
to have any visitors this year and
their hospitality and their response
to their customers is their life.
So Marilisa, the owner, set up a
WhatsApp group for all of the
regulars, she wanted to keep the
contact, there are 71 people in the
group from Italy, Belgium, South
Africa, the US, Israel, Australia
and it has been fascinating to
see COVID-19 through so many
different lenses. Most of all the
group seems to be a place where
people can express how they feel
and offer up funny stories; food
is always a topic of conversation
with people swapping recipes
and posting glorious pictures

of steaming bowls of mussels
and the like. One participant
posts a piece of art morning and
evening, you hear people fearful
and despondent and then see
others respond compassionately
to support them. Very few of us
have actually met each other but it
is the most beautiful, supportive,
loving community that at the
end of a long day is lovely to
read the posts and feel inspired
by the strength of humanity
demonstrated.
This is what I have seen in the
way people have stepped up to
the challenge during COVID-19,
going above and beyond - we
held some listening events
recently and people talked about
the compassion, dedication,
determination there has been,
people working across boundaries,
hierarchies fell away and people
talked about feeling empowered
and leaders talked about being
able to empower. Most of all
people saying ‘how do we
maintain this, we don’t want
to go back to the old ways of
working’ – this is the challenge
for us all! However, this hasn’t
been everyone’s experience, for
some it has been an horrendous
struggle, a frightening and difficult
time for our black, Asian and
minority ethnic colleagues and
communities who we know have
been disproportionately affected
by the virus and tragically we lost
colleagues and friends across the
North West too. Our thoughts are
with their colleagues and families.

You will see in one of the articles
contained that the NHS North West
Leadership Academy team was deployed
to support the COVID-19 crisis, they
were fantastic, everyone got on board
and absolutely rose to the challenge as
I know all of your staff have. I want to
take this opportunity to say a big thank
you to them for their professionalism,
fortitude, compassion and frankly hard
work during this time, juggling all the
other pressures in the home too – well
done team – you’re the best!
So we’ve been back in the day job
since 1st July and are now doing
our own reset with your support,
understanding your needs, working with
our development providers on putting
our interventions into the virtual space
and ensuring we continue to be relevant
and fit for purpose as we work our way

through this on-going pandemic! We
have come together with our NHSI/E and
HEE colleagues to form the North West
People Team and are taking forward the
delivery of the People Plan together in
the spirit of collaboration, building on
the ways we have worked during the
immediate crisis. Another article in this
edition highlights another group of staff
deployed in new ways, our Graduate
Management Trainees, read about
their experiences and the wonderful
job they have done. We held a virtual
collaborative masterclass – ‘Taking
the power to make change happen’.
We hear from Lisa our Leadership and
OD Lead working into Cheshire and
Merseyside and the great work they are
doing, a next generation GP programme
features, updated coaching and
mentoring and much more…

We look forward to working with and
for you as we continue this evolving
journey and hopefully it won’t be too
long until we can meet again in actual
spaces. In the meantime, in the words of
Jerry Springer ‘Take care of yourself and
each other’!
As ever if there is anything you would
like to discuss and we could help with
for you, your team, your organisation or
your system please do let us know.
Warmest wishes

Deborah Davis
Managing Director
NHS North West Leadership Academy

An introduction to our
Regional Chief People Officer
Anthony Hassall has been in post since January 2020 as Regional Chief
People Officer / Director of Workforce and OD, North West.

all aspects of health and social care,
including for children – a unique
arrangement in England.

Anthony plays a key strategic role
leading the implementation of the
People Plan and associated strategies
on behalf of the region, crucial for the
future of the NHS and our partners. He
led our People response to COVID-19,
working closely with Health Education
England, the Leadership Academy and
all our NHS, Local Authority and other
partners in the NW, including regular
interaction with our Staff Side and
colleague representatives.

Anthony has also led a number
of significant Greater Manchester
programmes, including Improving
Specialist Care, Dementia United and
Urgent Care. He has been in the NHS
since 1998 and has had various roles
working across all sectors of the NHS,
including at a senior level in large
teaching hospitals and spent a period
working in a mental health organization
in the USA.

Now we have come to the end of
the initial challenge of COVID-19,
Anthony is providing strategic focus for

the future, via joint working through
Regional People Board. The ambition
is to accelerate maturity, co-creating
a single ‘virtual’ North West Regional
People Team, building on what has been
achieved so far.
Anthony is on secondment from
Salford CCG where he has been the
Accountable Officer since August 2015.
Salford is the only CCG in the north to
have been rated ‘Outstanding’ since
CCG ratings were introduced four
years ago and has implemented a fully
integrated commissioning arrangement
with Salford City Council, covering

You can find out more about the North
West People Programme on page 6.

www.nwacademy.nhs.uk
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Our leadership
journey during the
first phase of COVID-19
While national and regional activity was officially suspended for 16 weeks
during the initial phases of COVID-19, the majority of NHS North West Leadership
Academy staff were deployed alongside members of Health Education England
North West and NHS England & NHS Improvement to the North West Workforce & HR
Cell, Health & Wellbeing sub cell and the Bringing Back Staff (BBS) recruitment campaign
in the North West. From July 2020 all NHS NWLA staff returned to their substantive posts
and began the process of reviewing our business plan in this ‘new world’ context.

LEADING THROUGH
UNCERTAINTY
“At times of crisis and
absolute stress I can dig
deep to find the energy
to continue and adapt to
current surroundings”
Our team at NHS NWLA have been
reflecting on their response as leaders in
these turbulent times to ensure we learn
and develop from the experience. Lorna
Krisson, Primary Care Programme Lead
North West, shared her reflections:

Working across diverse organisations in

What I enjoyed the most: Building

positions that were new territory to all of

great working relationships very quickly

us, the removal of hierarchical structures

in times of extreme pressure and taking

allowed for action-orientated leadership

the opportunity to learn more about other

… based on good understanding on what

regional teams.

our purpose was; making best guess
decisions (there were lots of those!); being
tenacious however remaining engaging and
collaborative.
Most challenging: Experiencing the
different dynamics between regional
priorities and national mandates. I was
exposed to a high degree of information

Have you got a story to share
from your leadership journey
through the pandemic?
Please get in touch with the
team nwla.comms@nhs.net.

and intelligence, and found this hard to
learn what to digest, what to share, what

How have I developed: The position I

to pause, what to action, and what to

held within BBS allowed me to develop

translate.

my leadership skills when I had no formal
authority or status.

• “Creation and sharing of case studies,
including looking at times when things

BRINGING BACK STAFF

Retired consultant

Around 1,500 former health staff from

returned to work at the

across the North West came forward to

Royal Liverpool University

return to the NHS in response to the call

Hospital for the first time

to support the coronavirus effort.
Thanks to the hard work of the Bringing

Dr John Horsley has

in 40 years to play his part in fighting the
Coronavirus pandemic.

Back Staff (BBS) team, workers who had

Nurse Emma Bird left

previously retired or left their profession,

the NHS in 2013 to

were offered for deployment to hospitals

pursue her own business

in the region, as well as the NHS 111

and spend more time

service and other health and care services.

with her family. After

NHS North West
@nhsnw

WE’RE LISTENING

“In the run up to the #NHSBirthday
this weekend, we’re saying a big
#ThankYouTogether to the thousands
of returners who are supporting the
NHS during the coronavirus pandemic.
John Fillis is one of the amazing
#OurNHSPeople that have returned to
the NHS.
We thank you all

To help us understand the priorities of
health and care leaders in the North West
as we enter the recovery phase, we invited
members and key stakeholders to a series
of listening events with Deborah Davis.
We asked members for their involvement
to shape and anchor our leadership

collaboration and digital transformation. On

taking another path may have had a

the other hand, challenges focused on the

different outcome.”

required action to be taken to lead virtually,

groups / cohorts together. A modular

and burn out, sustaining compassionate

approach to regional development to

leadership, tackling inequalities in many

allow staff to access a ‘pick a mix’ of

scenarios (from health to access to

development opportunities.”

technology) and the time or space to seize
opportunities.
Read more about the listening sessions and
our summary of findings on our website

innovation and relevant to the emerging

here.

landscape during recovery and beyond.

supported in their return to work in the

returners, she is now working on an

What has shone through is the huge pride

North West here.

acute medicine ward at Arrowe Park,

felt in how staff and leaders responded

Wirral University Teaching Hospital NHS

during the COVID-19 peak, this included

Foundation Trust.

health and wellbeing, organisational

• “Online solutions to bring leadership

measure our impact, supporting recovery

NHS NWLA remains at the forefront of

responding to the national call for NHS

Leader | www.nwacademy.nhs.uk

went less well than planned and where

development strategy to ensure the

Read the stories of returners our team

4

development, focus on equality,

What do you need from us now?
• “Tools and techniques to aid remote
working, and caring and effective
leadership at a distance”

Capturing aspirations for leadership in the North
West

www.nwacademy.nhs.uk
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RECOVERY PHASE AND
BEYOND
In response to COVID-19, a Workforce
& HR Cell was created in the North West
led by a partnership of Anthony Hassall,
Regional Chief People Officer/Director of
Workforce and OD at NHS England and
NHS Improvement North West, Christopher
Cutts, Regional Director North West at

ensure staff at all levels were supported to

the membership briefing paper found

maintain their psychological, emotional and

on our website.

physical welfare in order to offer support
and care to their patients, service users and
colleagues. This team has now evolved into
the NW Colleague Experience work stream,
within the People Team, led by Karen
Gallagher, Regional Head of Staff Experience
and Andrew Sumner, Health and Wellbeing
Manager.

There was recognition that a more joined up
approach had been experienced with teams
working to a shared purpose where formal
and informal hierarchies were put aside
and guiding principles were about altruism
and reciprocity. True collaboration and an
environment of creativity and innovation
had been created and all parties wished to

TAKING THE POWER TO
MAKE
CHANGE
HAPPEN
Virtual delivery creates new opportunities

Health Education England and Deborah

As the region began to enter the recovery

build on the benefits of this way of working

Davis, Managing Director of the NHS NWLA.

phase of the COVID-19 response, those

for the future.

for leadership masterclasses.

The partnership worked exceptionally well

leading the Workforce & HR Cell considered

with all teams working together seamlessly

the transition to becoming a North West

A virtual North West People Programme is

The North West Masterclass Collaborative

colleagues. Watch back the first in a new

Helen worked with participants to apply the

across organisational boundaries in a spirit

‘People Team’. This allowed us to continue

now established, which brings together all

are delighted to bring health and care

series of Collaborative Masterclasses: Taking

participatory principles of new power values,

of regional collaboration.

the discussions that had been held pre-

aspects of workforce but does not require

leaders across the region a re-invented

the power to make change happen with

exploring how they can make a difference

any change to organisational structures.

virtual masterclass series. After the 2020/21

Helen Bevan, Chief Operating Officer at NHS

within the old power structures, hierarchy

With oversight and governance provided by

programme was postponed earlier in the

Horizons. In this session we asked how the

and culture.

the North West People Board and associated

year due to COVID-19, the collaborative

nature of power is shifting, who has it, how

sub boards and with the specialist support

partners came together to ensure we

it is distributed and how it can be harnessed

of a Programme Management Office.

continued to support leaders responding

in this ‘new world’. Now we are united

to the crisis. Postponed activity has been

by purpose, attendees were challenged to

transformed for digital delivery and revised

capitalise on the opportunities and new

to fit the leadership priorities shared by NHS,

environments we find ourselves working

health and social care and local government

within.

Our masterclass
series has been re
invented to focus on
learning during the
recovery phase of
COVID-19.

Leaders were challenged and

pandemic has further exposed the

motivated into action following a

health inequalities in our communities.

masterclass with Sir Michael Marmot,

If you missed the masterclass, you can

Professor of Epidemiology and Director

watch back the recording here.

Key workstreams were developed relating
to all aspects of workforce. Members of
the NHS NWLA team were deployed to
support the NW Health and Wellbeing
(HWB) workstream. The team worked to

Covid with colleagues from health service
and social care bodies across the North
West, to consider how best to deliver the
ambitions of the then interim plan across
the region. You can read more about this in

About the NW People Programme: Workstreams
Our overall aims are that our activities improve population health, reduce health inequalities, ensure the delivery of safe, effective, inclusive
compassionate care to our local communities and existing patients and service users through the growth development and support of our
amazing health and care workforce.
Workstreams:
Workforce Supply: Nursing strategy - Supply strategy: apprentice,
retention, returners, data - Placements strategy - Careers / WP International recruitment
Workforce Transformation: Workforce plans (PC, MH,
cancer, professions): upskilling, new roles, new ways - Digital
transformation
HRD & Employer support: HRD Engagement - HRD/HR
Professional Development - Workforce Planning - Temp Staff &
Returners - TU Relations
Inclusive Leadership, Talent & Organisational Development
(OD): Leadership and talent in times of change - System OD and
clinical leadership
People Experience & Health and Wellbeing (HWB): Physical,
mental and psychological wellbeing - Staff Resilience - Groups with
protected characteristics

Find out more about the role, objectives and governance of North West People Programme and its plan to deliver the
ambitions of the NHS People Plan 2020/21.

The NHS NWLA is proud to be an integral part of the People Team across
the North West, placing it in a prime position to influence and enhance the
leadership development agenda on behalf of its members.
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of the Institute of Health Equity at
University College London.
The session explored the need for
a wellbeing economy to emerge
from this crisis. Sir Michael shared
stark statistics to highlight how the

About the North West Masterclass Collaborative
The NHS NWLA work in partnership with

Together we are an influential partnership

Mersey Internal Audit Agency (MIAA),

formed from cross sector organisations in

Advancing Quality Alliance (AQuA), North

the North West that represent the NHS,

West Employers (NWE) and the North West

health and social care and local government.

Association of Directors of Adults Social

Find out more about the full programme

Care Services (ADASS) to bring you a series

of virtual events in the Collaborative

of collaborative masterclasses each year.

Masterclasses 2020/21 brochure.

Join the conversation on twitter using #CollaborativeNW

Coming next:

06 Nov
BEYOND THREAT | UNCOVERING HIDDEN
DRIVERS FOR MOTIVATION

Click here to book
27 Nov
Inspiring Behavioural Change Across
Systems

Click here to book
www.nwacademy.nhs.uk
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Transforming Talent,
Leadership and OD in the
Cheshire and Merseyside System
Talent, Leadership and Organisational Development Lead,
Lisa Gresty shines a spotlight on the collaborative leadership
activity evolving in Cheshire and Merseyside (C&M).

During the pandemic we have
also been agile and responsive
to the need in the system,
which has led to involvement
in some really interesting
work. Reflecting on this so far
whirlwind year, here are our
highlights; read our extended
article here for more details on
each of these key projects:

COVID-19 response and shared

Doing things Differently System

resources to enhance support to
colleagues during the pandemic.

across Social Care, Primary Care, HEE, and

build our strategy for Talent, Leadership

the C&M H&CP. Over fifty people

NHSE/I. In January 2020 my colleague Gill

and OD and to work with key networks to

from different sectors across the

Phazey (seconded from the NHS North West

develop this. In light of the People Plan our

system came together in 9 Place

Leadership Academy), joined as OD and

developing strategy across C&M aims to:

teams to enhance their leadership

The Cheshire and Merseyside Health

Leadership Development Associate and has

and Care Partnership (C&M H&CP) is a

been working closely with our OD Network

developing Integrated Care System (ICS) and

and system partners to build and enhance

brings together NHS Provider Trusts, local

leadership and OD capacity and capability.

of local people, in the 9 Places across the
geography.

Establishing
Leadership and OD as
part of the Journey
I started my role in the C&M H&CP in April
2019, supporting senior system leaders
and key stakeholders to explore, scope and
understand aspirations for a system level
leadership approach and building the future

Gill Phazey, OD

OD capacity and capability for the ICS. Over

and Leadership

the past year I have worked extensively

Development

with the leaders across the C&M H&CP

Associate

geography and have developed positive and

8
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during the COVID-19 response.

Earlier this year we established the

So what is the Health
and Care Partnership
anyway?

improvements to the health and wellbeing

convene the network, virtually

Doing things
(really)
Differently

As a team we have been working hard to

“It has been really fascinating
joining the C&M system, and
especially to try and establish
in role during the COVID-19
pandemic. I have been really
encouraged by the strength of
relationships in the system, and
the can-do approach that our
Places and key networks are
taking in their response.”

have been able to continue to

capability across C&M by offering

supportive relationships with colleagues

social enterprise sector to deliver real

within the C&M system and we

to increase OD capacity and

Leadership programme across

and the voluntary, community, faith and

There is a vibrant OD community

Our aim with the network is

In Summer 2019 we were pleased to introduce our three Leadership and Organisational Development
(L&OD) Enabler roles, funded by the NHS NWLA to be a critical connection point within each of the three
North West footprints, to support and shape local system wide leadership development priorities.

authorities, CCGs, Primary Care Networks

OD Priorities for
the System

Develop system relationships with
partners and stakeholders

1.
the building of capacity and
2. Support
capability towards becoming an ICS
with Place and Programme
3. Work
Leads to support sharing of
knowledge and best practice

4.
5.

Lead the C&M OD Network providing
a forum for support, collaboration,
development and link into the HRD
Network
Support the development of talent
and succession planning practices
to enable a resilient future, diverse
leadership pipeline

inclusive, compassionate
6. Develop
and collaborative systems leadership
culture to reduce health inequalities

a developmental, practical space
for connection. Network members

develop and offer the programme

Health and wellbeing has, and

in a virtual way and cohort 2,

continues to be, in sharp focus

focusing on mental health, started

during the ongoing pandemic.

in September.

We have been offering a range

reducing Cardiovascular Disease

Place and key networks in the
system we have been providing
virtual team development
opportunities and supporting
Deputy Directors’ Networks to
explore system leadership fit for
the future, and how their roles are
changing.

priority workstreams as part of the

(CVD). We are continuing to

the C&M HCP strategic aim of

As part of our strategy to support

have worked collaboratively on

Focusing on
Health and
Wellbeing

skills whilst collaborating on

Building
Relationships
and Leadership
Capability

of health and wellbeing offers to
the C&M H&CP and wider system
colleagues focused on staying
well whilst working remotely,
understanding resilience, teaming

BAME Pledge;
Our ambition to
improve equality,
diversity and
inclusion
The C&M H&CP has recently
developed and released a Pledge;
a statement of intent and
commitment, as the beginning
of a series of activities to address
the inequalities faced by Black,
Asian and Minority Ethnic
(BAME) colleagues and the wider
community. We were privileged to
be part of the working group to
develop and champion the pledge.

and leading remotely and exploring
individual differences in times of
challenge.

As we continue to work with COVID-19 in our lives, we are learning so much about the needs of the system in relation to talent,
leadership and OD. There is a lot of amazing work happening in and across organisations and real progress has been made in terms
of collaborative working. As we go forward we will focus on creating spaces that encourage and engender an inclusive, collaborative
approach as we continue our journey towards becoming an ICS.

www.nwacademy.nhs.uk
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Leadership through the
lens of Health & Wellbeing
‘we need your help to inform our
future Health & Wellbeing Strategy’
The NHS North West Leadership Academy
(NHS NWLA), on behalf of its stakeholders
in the region are undertaking a project to
inform our future health and wellbeing
(HWB) strategy. This project will scope the
relationship between HWB and leadership
whilst exploring the leadership behaviours
that enable and encourage employee HWB
in the workplace. This work is aligned and
integral to the wider Health and Wellbeing
Strategy for the region and relates to
support for leaders and is part of our
wider collaboration with the NW Colleague
Experience work stream in the People Team
which is led by Karen Gallagher, Regional
Head of Staff Experience and Andrew
Sumner, Health and Wellbeing Manager
(North West).
Our aim is to engage with as many
stakeholders in the North West system so
that we can:
• Phase 1 - Gain insights / perspectives and
test them against initial findings from
practitioner and academic literature
• Phase 2 - Produce and validate our
‘Healthy Leadership Framework’
(competency Framework of Leadership
behaviours that promote and hinder
employee wellbeing at work)
• Phase 3 - Inform our approach from a
leadership perspective and inform and
support the wider regional HWB strategy

10 Leader | www.nwacademy.nhs.uk

Approach to working with stakeholders

Compassionate Leadership Coaching
Programme
The NHS NWLA understands the challenging environment that many of our NHS
organisations and networks are operating in and more recently with COVID-19 the impact
on health and wellbeing of its staff. We reached out to past programme participants
from the Compassionate Leadership Coaching Programme to see how learning from the
programme supported during this time.

Creating

Connecting

Validating

Exploring concepts
and models
Sharing findings
Testing ideas

Networks in the NW
system
Social media campaign
for reach
Sharing experience
and ideas

Refining ideas
Identifying priorities
Creating case studies
to share

How you can help
We are looking at a number of ways to
engage different groups. The work will be
progressing through to November 2020.
The ways that we will be involving people
include:
• Interviews to test findings from
practitioner/academic evidence
• Social media through a bespoke twitter
campaign to get broader reach
• Focus groups with a range of stakeholders

Andrea McGee

Chief Finance Officer and
Deputy Chief Executive Warrington and Halton
Teaching Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust
I found the programme

• Priorities which will inform the NHS NWLA
HWB strategy
How could this work support you?

challenging at times (in a positive
way), very thought provoking and
often was out of my comfort zone.
I decided I would throw myself into

• Supporting conversations in teams, across
organisations

it wholeheartedly and therefore was

• Informing training and development
programmes

that felt at times strange/unusual.

• Informing organisations HWB strategies
when considering workplace health and
wellbeing (individuals, teams, managers/
leaders)

undertaking homework/exercises etc.
I think because I did that I found

Claire Smith

Director of Nursing &
Quality - NHS Oldham
Cares
I found the course really well
structured with very useful content in
both the sessions and the webinars.
I think some of the really simple
techniques have been the ones
that have really stuck with me and
that I have found most useful – the
breathing and quick mindfulness
prompts have definitely helped me

positively within the work place.

affected how I interact with others,

supporting staff who have struggled

• Insights into the evidence and practitioner
literature that can inform our thinking on
HWB

If you would like to be involved,

used learning from the programme

join our distribution list for all

to offer support to staff who are

sharing of outcomes or have any

struggling and also their line managers

• A ‘Healthy Leadership’ Framework

questions, please contact us at

who have needed to respond too so

nwla.info@nhs.net

many unprecedented issues.

with the impact of Covid 19. I have

Leadership Academy’s continued
support of the Health and Wellbeing
throughout the North West, this
year’s Perform @ Your Peak offer
is currently open; successful teams
will liaise directly with the provider
to schedule dates to run the
programme suitable to your team.

programme promotes an

my role in a different way and it has

Next steps

As part of the NHS North West

myself.

beneficial to myself personally and also

By the end of the project we will have three
key outputs:

staff has never been so important.

This exciting and innovative

I think that this has made me look at

the programme has helped me in

The health and wellbeing of NHS

to feel calmer and be more kind to

the programme enlightening and

In the last few months in particular

Perform @
Your Peak –
Applications
Open

particularly in my team but also with
colleagues from other organisations.
Allowing myself some kindness and
understanding has given me more
space to actually address things

organisational culture that fosters
individual and team awareness and
responsibility for health and wellbeing,
while identifying how this relates
to ‘peak performance’ and results
in improving the quality of services.
Further information, videos, blogs and
how to apply can be found here.

rather than spending time worrying
unnecessarily. This has been helpful
given the current climate.

www.nwacademy.nhs.uk
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Coaching and
Mentoring
What’s New

Coaching and Mentoring Champions
Are you passionate about coaching and mentoring with a desire

Why not become a Coaching and Mentoring Champion? We are

to shape and support coaching and mentoring strategies in your

currently recruiting!

organisation and locality?

a network of Champions influencing the North West’s current

as well as sharing that knowledge with others?

and future approach to coaching and mentoring, whilst also
supporting this agenda in your locality/organisation.

What’s in it for you?
Access to a Champions
Development Session - dedicated
training to deliver the Mentor
Development Programmes.

Introducing the NEW Mentor
Development Programme!
The NHS NWLA’s Mentor Development
Days have long been a corner stone of
our Mentoring Scheme providing training
and quality assurance for all mentors who
access and provide support through our
NHS NWLA Mentoring Hub.
Over the last 6 months we have worked
with our members, mentors and mentees
to understand how delivery of this session
would best work for them in the future.
Through this process we have been able

Organisational specific admin access

The NEW Mentor Development Programme will:
• Introduce the NHS NWLA and
Mentoring Scheme
• Explore what mentoring is
and the difference between
coaching and mentoring

• Provide space for you to
think about and understand
your existing styles
• Inspire you to take a
developmental approach to
conversations

• Consider the role of context
and inclusion
• Share learning, experience,
tools and top tips
• Explore and apply the skills
involved in mentoring
• Link to the Mentoring Hub

As a Coaching and Mentoring Champion, you will be part of

Are you looking to enhance your skills knowledge and experience,

to our North West Coaching and
Mentoring Hub.
Free attendance to our regularly
held Network Learning Events and
Champion specific CPD support.
Inclusion into our quarterly
Champions Network Newsletter.
Joining a supportive network of
like-minded individuals who will
be sharing similar challenges, and

What’s in it for
Organisations and
localities?
The opportunity to participate in
a community of OD professionals
in the North West and make
connections across the system.
Support and development for your
Champions

Who can express an
interest?
Are you working towards ensuring
that Coaching and Mentoring is
included in your organisational
workforce strategy and how
this is implemented across the
organisation/locality?
Would you be able to promote the
benefits of coaching and mentoring

Access to the latest thinking

within your organisation/Primary

resources and expertise that can be

Care Network/locality?

shared across your organisation.

Are you able to actively participate

Creates a learning culture and

in the Coaching and Mentoring

promotes personal and professional

Champions Network?

development.

Do you have the ability to actively

access to shared resources and best

support and develop new mentors

practice across the network.

by delivering Mentor Development

An opportunity to get support in

Programmes?

to review, update and modernise both the

building influence in your own

Can you work with coaches,

content and delivery of these sessions as

organisation/locality.

coachees, mentors and mentees to

well as moving to a new virtual delivery
model.

The virtual sessions will be interactive,

We are currently piloting these sessions

with a mixture of group work, small

but are taking expressions of interest now

discussion groups, practical activities, as

for future dates.

Our new Mentor Development Programme

well as space for individual reflection and

is a series of 3 virtual, interactive half day

breaks for maintaining energy. There will

sessions that provide participants with the

be some pre-programme reading and

knowledge and skills to begin mentoring

activities in readiness for coming to the

and to also join the NHS NWLA mentoring

sessions.

scheme.
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Please contact us at
nwla.coachingandmentoring@nhs.net
to add your name to our waiting list.

feedback key development needs?
Are you able to creatively share case

How do I join the
Champions Network?

studies, stories and learning to the
wider network?

To express an interest in becoming a Coaching and Mentoring Champion
please contact nwla.coachingandmentoring@nhs.net

www.nwacademy.nhs.uk
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IMPACT OF
COMPASSIONATE
LEADERSHIP
IN
A
CRISIS
NHS Graduate Management Training

Scheme - sharing leadership experiences
The COVID-19 pandemic created unprecedented

Xin Guo, a GMTS finance graduate

pressure and demand on the NHS. In order

working at Aintree University

to focus support on service delivery the NHS

Hospital NHS Foundation Trust,

Graduate Management Training Scheme (GMTS)

was deployed to work on a

was temporarily suspended in March 2020

PPE Procurement Project during the COVID-19

to enable trainees to explore opportunities to

emergency response:

support their placement organisations in their
wider responses to COVID-19. As part of this
effort many North West trainees were deployed
to work on national and regional projects
ranging from the ‘Bringing Back Staff’ campaign
to co-ordinating trust volunteer schemes and
supporting the North West Care Home Project.
Working throughout the pandemic has
exposed trainees to areas of work they would
not ordinarily encounter. Many trainees have
reported how the pandemic has dramatically
changed their scheme experience in giving them
exposure to things that they wouldn’t ordinarily
have been involved with. These experiences
have given them a wealth of invaluable

“Our team implemented a new stock
monitoring programme to make
sure we got sufficient supply for
the hospital. I found it amazing…I
personally think the application
of technology during COVID-19
was one of the biggest changes I
have experienced and I would say
it has proved to be a successful
transformation.”

leadership expertise and enabled them to
develop excellent practical skills, essential for

Xin also reported how working during the

success in their future NHS careers.

pandemic has given her greater empathy and
improved her communication skills.
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General management graduate Alex Close was re-deployed into her organisation’s
Incident Management Team. Reflecting on what her experiences have taught her
about leadership she says

“It has shown me that leadership is about supporting your team
emotionally and practically. It is about asking ‘Are you okay?’
and saying ‘thank you’. Most importantly, it is about creating a
compassionate team culture.”

New Cohort of NHS
Graduate Management
Training Scheme
Thank you to all our North West organisations
who have applied to host a trainee for the
March 2021 cohort. The assurance process for
this intake is now well underway and we are
grateful for the ongoing commitment from
across the system in helping us quality assure
these bids. We look forward to welcoming our

Celebrating our Future
Leaders
As we look forward to welcoming our March
2021 graduate intake, our 2018 trainees are
completing their time on the scheme and are
now securing leadership roles. We would like
to wish them every success for the next stage
in their leadership journey and thank the
organisations who have supported them during
their time on the scheme.

new trainees to the region next year.

www.nwacademy.nhs.uk
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NEXT GENERATION
GP LANCASHIRE

Sharing the learning to emerge
from working virtually
Working in health and care against the backdrop of COVID-19 has led to significant changes for
practice, priorities, and people. There is no doubt be many lessons have emerged from this time and
will continue to do so over the coming months and years. Not least how the workforce, together
with the community, came together (despite being physically distant) to respond with courage,
creativity, and a determination to adapt where possible. Here we share how NHS NWLA supported the
Next Generation GP Lancashire (NextGen Lancashire) team adapted their approach, looked for the
opportunities and embraced the learning to emerge from working virtually.

Working with Next
Generation GP
Lancashire

Working differently

Next Generation GP is a programme of

read more about these including virtual facilitation in our feature here.

career GPs and trainees. Led locally by
experienced GPs; the NHS North West
Leadership Academy were delighted to be
able to support this programme as part of
our commitment to the development of
primary care leadership.
In March, four GPs leading NextGen
Lancashire were in the process of
organising events according to the
existing model as well as initiating support
from the NHS NWLA for facilitation
skills development (the aim - to build
on existing experience of facilitation to
collectively consider the approach for
NextGen Lancashire).
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“Having heard about the success
of other Next Generation GP
leadership programmes across
the UK, I volunteered to act as a
local “NextGen leader” in January
2020. I was inspired by the NextGen
principles of ‘empower, engage
and energise’ and I wanted to
provide an opportunity for our
local GPs to benefit from the
programme. In March, it became
apparent that COVID-19 was an
increasing public health concern
and that a pandemic was evolving.
With much disappointment, we
decided early as a leadership team
that the physical events should
be postponed for the foreseeable
future.
“Despite having considered the
continuation of the original
programme virtually, we felt that

more time was required to develop
our virtual facilitation skills and
ensure that any adaptions in the
programme were still able to
align with our intended learning
outcomes… This additional planning
time has been invaluable for us
to develop our foundations as
a team and to reflect on what
we would like to achieve for our
future NextGen programme. We
realised that much of our focus
was previously on the practical
aspects of leadership, which was
influenced by our tight funding
deadline. However, we had not
spent sufficient time exploring our
collective lens on leadership and
ensuring that the programme meets
the needs of the local community,
which were now expected to change
considerably. This additional time
has provided an opportunity to
explore this with our participants
and to involve them in the
co‑creation of future sessions.”

Shortly before lockdown, the group led in their decision to continue planning the NextGen
Lancashire approach virtually. The NHS NWLA contributed to exploration around virtual
facilitation, community building and leadership. Ten top tips emerged from working together;

emerging leaders in general practice
designed by and for a group of early

Nicola Cooper-Moss, GP Trainee in East
Lancashire, reflected on the experience
and opportunities gained by changing
approach:

#1 Recognise the transition points indicating when to work
differently • #2 Look for and work with the opportunities

the context gives you • #3 Use time to reflect on your

lens and how you shape the approach to design
#4 Recognise the demands on your community
#5 Build on feedback • #6 Create community principles

#7 Transition from creating the community

space into relationship development
#8 Transition into relevant content
#9 Create a ‘social learning architecture’
#10 Practical tips for facilitating virtually

Kirstie Caine, Salaried GP, Irwell Medical
Practice, Rossendale added:

“Ultimately this decision [to
postpone] has turned out to be one
of the most beneficial ones. This
opportunity to pause has given us
some breathing space to consider
how we want the program to run, and
what we are hoping people will come
away having learned.
“We were fortunate enough to
be assigned a mentor [from the
NHS NWLA] to help through this
process, and decided that despite
the cancellation of events, we would

value from meeting with them
virtually. [This support] allowed us to
do something different; to consider
what we wanted both individually
and as a group, and to agree on ways
that we could achieve this. Rather
than giving us explicit instructions
on how to build a virtual community,
she instead invited us to think about
what some of the barriers to open
and honest communication might be
between people who hadn’t met, and
what things we could do to improve
these things. This has allowed the
direction of the group to develop in a
more organic way”

www.nwacademy.nhs.uk
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In Focus

MARY
SEACOLE
LOCAL
PROGRAMME

Mary Seacole Local

Preparing for a virtual delivery!
In March 2020 the NHS Leadership

programmes for virtual delivery in

If you are interested in enrolling in

Academy took the decision to temporarily

readiness for their restart in the Autumn;

Mary Seacole Local or would like more

suspend their leadership development

including the Mary Seacole Local

information about the programme

programmes in order to focus on

programme. Our three North West hosts

content, please click here.

supporting frontline NHS services through

have also been preparing to deliver the

the COVID-19 pandemic. Work is now

programme in an entirely virtual format.

underway to re-design these leadership

Development Opportunities
for Primary Care leaders
Successful change leaders are able to

If you work in Primary Care or have

adapt to changing circumstances and to

previously attended our Aspirant Talent

bring their teams with them. Our Change

Programme, please click here to express

Management programme is open to

your interest in the latest Taught Modules,

Primary Care leaders and delivered virtually

including key topics such as Media

over two 2.5 hour sessions. Please click

Training, Effective Chairing Skills and

here to find out more and register for the

Handling Challenging Conversations.

upcoming dates.

Virtual Offers for Health,
Wellbeing and Resilience
Understanding the challenging environment

wellbeing of its staff, the NHS NWLA has

that many of our NHS organisations are

worked to commission and mobilise a local

operating in and more recently with

menu of offers that provide this support to

COVID-19 the impact on health and

our members. Find out more.

NHS North West Leadership Academy
4th Floor, 3 Piccadilly Place, Manchester, M1 3BN

